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Abstract. Since the first direct observations of antineutrino events by Reines and Cowan in the 
1950's [1], nuclear reactors have been an important tool in the study of neutrino properties. More 
recently, the study of neutrino oscillations has been a very active area of research. The pioneering 
observation of oscillations by the KamLAND experiment has provided crucial information on the 
neutrino mixing matrix. New experiments to study the remaining unknown mixing angle are cur-
rently under development. These recent studies and potential future developments will be discussed. 
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The standard model of particle physics contains (by hypothesis to reproduce the 
observed states) 3 generations of quarks and leptons. The quarks and charged leptons 
obtain their masses due to the Higgs mechanism, whereas the neutral leptons (neutrinos) 
are massless. The left-handed leptons belong to weak isospin doublets 
whereas the corresponding right-handed charged lepton IR is a weak isosinglet 
VfR = ^R- (2) 
The right-handed neutrinos do not appear in the standard model and there is no in-
teraction that could generate such particles. The absence of the right-handed neutrino 
necessarily requires that niv = 0, since for niv ^0 a left-handed neutrino could become 
right-handed by a Lorentz transformation. 
It has been known for some time that, for the quarks, the mass eigenstates are not the 
same states as the flavor eigenstates produced in weak interactions. The flavor states are 
obtained by an SU(3) rotation of the mass eigenstates, described by a unitary rotation 
matrix known as the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. The CKM matrix 
is almost diagonal, and so it seems that there is some minor lack of alignment of the 
flavor and mass eigenstates. This slight rotation generates many interesting phenomena, 
including CP violation, but its origin is not understood at a fundamental level. 
During the last decade, we have obtained evidence for much stronger mixing of the 
neutrino flavor states [2]. This requires that neutrinos have finite mass, and implies that 
the mechanism for generating misalignment of the mass and flavor eigenstates is of 
greater importance than for the quarks. In particular, the strong mixing and much lighter 
values of neutrino mass (relative to the charged fermions) supports the view that neutrino 
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masses are generated by a very different mechanism than the Higgs mechanism. The 
"see-saw" mechanism [3] involving very heavy right-handed neutrinos is a commonly 
used example for generation of the anomalously light (relative to the charged fermions) 
neutrino masses. In any case, the existence of finite neutrino mass requires modification 
of the standard electroweak theory. 
NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS 
The phenomenon of neutrino oscillations occurs when the flavor eigenstates (i.e., states 
produced in weak interaction processes, Ve, v^ and VT) are not identical with the mass 
eigenstates. The neutrino flavor eigenstate produced in a weak process (such as nuclear 
beta decay) is then a superposition of the mass eigenstates, and the subsequent evolution 
of the state as it propagates through space involves slippage of the relative phases of the 
mass eigenstates leading to flavor oscillations. 
This is easily demonstrated in a 2 flavor approximation where there are 2 flavor 
eigenstates (e.g. Ve and v^) that are superpositions of 2 mass eigenstates (vi and V2, 
with masses nii and m2). The mixing is described by a matrix involving one mixing 
angle 9 
Vp \ ( cos9 sm9 \ f Vi 
-sin0 COS0 V2 (3) 
If a Ve is produced in an experiment, it will develop a component of v^ as it propagates 
through space. The probability of observing a v^ oscillates in the propagation distance 
L. It is straightforward to show that the probability for the v^ j state is given by 
P ( V e ^ v^) = sin2(20) sin^ 1.27A«2(ev2^ ^^""^ 
'£'v(MeV) (4) 
where Ain^ =\m\ — m\\\5 the difference in squared masses andE^ is the neutrino energy. 
Thus, these oscillations are characterized by the oscillation length 
2.48£'v(MeV) 
io^c(m) = Am2(eV2) (5) 
and by the amplitude sin 20. 
The disappearance of the electron type neutrinos is given by the survival probability 
P{Ve -^Ve) = \ - sin2(20) sin^ 1.27Am2(ev2 L(m) 
£'v(MeV) (6) 
This expression is appropriate for the description of the disappearance of electron an-
tineutrinos from nuclear reactors, since the appearing muon neutrinos are below thresh-
old for detection by charged current reactions. (Due to CPT invariance the behavior of 
neutrinos and antineutrinos will be the same.) 
The 3 flavor case is a straightforward generalization in which there are 3 mass 
eigenstates (with masses m\, m2, and nij,) and a 3 x 3 mixing matrix that depends on 
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3 mixing angles (612, (h.3, and 613) plus a CP-violating phase 5cp. The mixing matrix is 
denoted UPMNS ( for Pontecorvo [4], Maki, Nakagawa and Sakata [5]) and, for neutrino 
oscillation physics, can be conveniently written as a product of three matrices: 
/ 1 0 0 \ / ci3 0 sue-'^cp \ / en sn 0 
UpMNS= \ 0 C23 S23 \ X \ 0 1 0 X -512 C12 0 
V 0 -523 C23 / V -Sne'^CP 0 Ci3 / V 0 0 1 
(7) 
where Stj = sinOij and Ctj = cos%. It is important to note that the term involving the 
CP-violating phase S^S^'^'^P vanishes if Ou = 0. Thus the angle Ou can be viewed as 
the gateway to observation of CP violation in the lepton sector. 
The formula for disappearance of electron neutrinos (or antineutrinos) in the 3 flavor 
case becomes [6] 
P{Ve^Ve) = l-{cOS'*0i3Sin220i2 (I-COSA21) (8) 
+ cos^ 012 sin^ 2013 (1 - COS A31) 
+ Sin2 0i2sin220i3 (l-cosA32)}/2 
where A^ = Am]jL/2Ey. This is the general 3-flavor expression relevant to antineutrino 
disappearance from nuclear reactors. Note that the 3 terms inside the brackets oscillate 
with different "frequencies" depending on the values of the Aniij. Thus one can choose 
the baseline L to maximize (or minimize) the sensitivity to particular Aniij. 
REACTOR ANTINEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS 
The pioneering work of Reines and Cowan in the 1950's established the basic method-
ology for measuring antineutrinos from nuclear reactors, and actually led to the first 
observation of antineutrinos. The antineutrinos are produced by beta decays of neu-
tron rich fission products in the reactor core. The primary contributions are from ^^^U 
and ^^^Pu, for which there are laboratory measurements of the /3 spectra from the fis-
sion products. A minor (< 10%) contribution from ^^^U is obtained from calculation. 
Generally, one obtains 6 Ve per fission, which can be combined with the 200 MeV per 
fission energy release to yield r^2x lO^^VeS '^GW^ '^. So the total antineutrino flux is 
well-constrained by the total thermal power of a reactor, and is, of course, isotropically 
distributed. The energy spectrum of the Vg is a steeply falling spectrum (see Fig. 1) and 
depends slightly on the mix of fissionable material which varies during the fuel cycle of 
the reactor. Generally, the flux and spectrum can be predicted to the ^ 2% accuracy. 
Detection of the antineutrinos is generally accomplished via the inverse beta decay 
reaction on the proton: 
Ve+p^e+ + n. (9) 
The threshold for this reaction is iiy — 1 -8 MeV, and the cross section increases roughly 
quadratically with Ey above this value, as shown in Fig. 1. The inverse beta decay 
cross section is well-constrained by the measured neutron lifetime, and the estimated 
uncertainty is below 0.5% [7]. The interactions in the detector are proportional to the 
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product of cross section and flux, which produces a broad spectrum peaked at about 
4 MeV in antineutrino energy. 
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FIGURE 1. Reactor v^ spectrum, inverse beta decay cross section, and v^ interaction spectrum, from 
[8]. 
For the inverse beta decay reaction Eq. 9, one can generally detect the positron (kinetic 
energy plus annihilation into two 0.511 MeV gamma rays) followed by the capture of 
the thermahzed neutron. The total positron energy Eg+ is closely related to the incident 
antineutrino energy Ey 
Ey c:iE,++ 1.3 MeY +En (10) 
where E„ is the neutron recoil kinetic energy which is quite small {E„ ^^ 0.03 MeV). 
The antineutrino flux and energy spectrum have been measured using this method in 
many experiments close to reactor cores (i.e., L <C Ey/Amf- where oscillations are not 
yet present), and one generally finds excellent agreement at the '-^ 2% level. 
CHOOZ and Palo Verde 
In 1998, the Super-Kamiokande collaboration reported the observation of neutrino os-
cillations in atmospheric neutrinos (produced by cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere). 
The atmospheric neutrino data indicated that Atn^ '~ 3 x 10^^ eV^ with a large mix-
ing angle sin^20 ^^ 1, and that the observed v^ j disappearance was not predominantly 
Vjx -^ Ve. Two reactor neutrino experiments were built to further study this phenomenon 
and search for Vg disappearance. One was at the reactor plant in Chooz, France [9] with 
a baseline of L :i; 1 km and the other was at the Palo Verde plant in Arizona, USA [10] 
with a baseline ofL :i; 0.8 km. Both experiments detected the predicted flux of antineu-
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trinos without osciUations, implying an upper limit on the value of sin 20 < 0.13 for 
Am2 = 2.8 X 10"^ eV^ at 90% confidence. 
KamLAND 
The Kamioka Liquid scintillator AntiNeutrino Detector, KamLAND, was the first 
reactor neutrino experiment to observe neutrino oscillations. Numerous previous solar 
neutrino observations indicated a deficit of neutrinos from the sun, relative to the stan-
dard solar model predictions [11]. If interpreted as matter-enhanced flavor oscillations 
("MSW effect"), this deficit implied a much smaller Anp- ^  10"** eV^. Such a small 
Atn^ implied a distance for maximum oscillation probability of L '~ 100 km. The loss 
of '-^ 30,000 in flux due to such a long baseline (relative to CHOOZ and Palo Verde) 
was mitigated in KamLAND by the larger detector mass (1 kton) and by utilizing many 
(more than 50) power reactors situated in Japan. The baseline distance distribution of ex-
pected flux from these reactors displays a strong peak near 180 km, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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FIGURE 2. Predicted distribution of events in KamLAND vs. baseline distance from Japanese power 
reactors, assuming no neutrino oscillations, from [12]. 
The KamLAND collaboration has reported [12] a significant ( > 4a) deficit in the 
observed flux of antineutrinos relative to the no-oscillation hypothesis 
Nobs 
^^nn—nsi, 
= 0.658±0.044±0.047. (11) 
In addition, KamLAND obtained a measurement of the v^  energy spectrum showing a 
substantial distortion compared to the no-oscillation spectrum. When plotted as a func-
tion of the ratio LQ/E^, with the reference baseline distance LQ = 180 km, the spectrum 
shows an impressive oscillation pattern(see Fig. 3). The best fit to the KamLAND data 
yields a value of Am^ = 7.9+Q5 x 10^^ eV^. Assuming CPT invariance, one can com-
bine this information with the solar neutrino data (particularly the data from the Sudbury 
Neutrino Observatory, or SNO) [13] to obtain 
Am 
tan^ B 
12 7.9;°jxl0 -5eV2 
\2 0.40 hO.lO 
-0.07 • 
(12) 
(13) 
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Note that, since we now have oscillations involving all three flavors of neutrinos, we 
have introduced the notation Awjj and 612 to designate this oscillation mode. 
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FIGURE 3. Distribution of observed events in KamLAND vs. LQ/EV [12], where LQ = 180 km. The 
histogram is the best fit to the neutrino oscillation hypothesis. 
FUTURE EXPERIMENTS 
The present situation regarding the neutrino oscillation parameters can be summarized 
as follows. We now have good knowledge of Amfj and 612 (Eq. 13) from KamLAND 
and the solar neutrino experiments. The Super-Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino data 
[14] yield (1.9 < Amf^  < 3.O) x 10"^ eV^ and sin2(2023) > 0.92 at 90% CL. The 
MINOS long baseline accelerator neutrino experiment [15] recently reported Atn^2 = 
0.44 .. 1 n-3 gY2 ^^^ sin2(2023) > 0.87 at 68% CL. Since Amfj < Amfj. we also 
know A/Kgj :i; A/Kgj. So we now have good knowledge of all the Am?- and two of the 
2.74+--X 0 
mixing angles 612 and 023- However, we only have the upper limit for 9i3 from CHOOZ 
and Palo Verde. As a result, there are new experiments being planned to determine this 
last mixing angle in the neutrino mixing matrix. As mentioned above, this parameter is 
also key for future attempts to study the CP-violating phase 5cp. 
There are presently four new 613 reactor antineutrino experiments being pursued. 
These all intend to utilize the method of comparing two identical detectors at different 
baselines to reduce systematic errors, as first proposed by Mikaelyan and Sinev [16]. 
The most advanced are a new experiment at the CHOOZ site known as Double-CHOOZ 
[17], and an experiment at a new site in China, the Daya Bay experiment [18]. The other 
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two experiments are RENO in Korea [19], and Angra in Brazil [20]. The Daya Bay 
experiment has the best projected sensitivity for 9^. 
The Daya Bay Experiment 
The Daya Bay nuclear power plant currently operates 4 reactors with a total thermal 
power of 11.6 GWth. Two additional reactors will be constructed during the next three 
years, increasing the total power to 17.4 GWth. The reactors are located in 2 groups 
with a pair at the "Daya Bay" location and the remaining at the "Ling Ao" location at 
about 1 km distance. The plant is located adjacent to mountainous terrain that facilitates 
construction of underground detector halls to reduce background from cosmic radiation. 
The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 4. 
LlngAo II 
> Daya Bay cores 
FIGURE 4. Default configuration of the Daya Bay experiment, optimized for best sensitivity in 
sin 26i3. Four detector modules are deployed at the far site and two each at each of the near sites. 
The Daya Bay experiment will consist of eight detector modules, each with a target 
mass of 20 Tonnes. These detectors will be deployed in three experimental halls, con-
nected by horizontal tunnels, as shown in Fig. 4. The cylindrical detector target consists 
of Gd-loaded liquid scintillator, surrounded by a liquid scintillator gamma catcher (to 
improve the efficiency for detection of the neutron capture on Gd), surrounded by a 
mineral oil buffer (for background reduction). 192 8-inch photomultipliers view each 
detector, and reflective sheets increase the light collection to obtain energy resolution of 
- l5%/y/E{MeV). 
The projected sensitivity of the Daya Bay experiment is sin^20i3 < 0.008 at 90% 
confidence for three years of running. The excavation of the underground tunnels and 
experimental halls will begin in Fall 2007 and will require about 2 years. The full 
experiment should be operational in late 2010. 
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